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Abstract
A series of fiberglass prepregs are obtained by dry
impregnation using N,N'-hexamethylene bis(maleimide) and its
mixtures with diamines as binding agents. The optimal modes for
pressing of glass-reinforced plastics are determined by a
rheokinetic technique. It is shown that the nature of a diamine
strongly affects both the curing process of a polymer matrix and
the properties of copolymers. It is found that the copolymerization
of hexamethylene bis(maleimide) with aniline fluorene or a
siloxane-containing diamine leads to improvement of stress–strain
characteristics of the resulting glass-reinforced plastics.
Key words: bis(maleimide); polyimide; glass-reinforced plastic.

Introduction
Nowadays one of the most promising and popular types of
structural materials are polymer composite systems which
uniquely combine the properties of their components. The main
technical requirements to these materials often appear to be
crucial for specific tasks in different fields such as electronics,
automobile and aerospace technologies. They include, in
particular, high strength and thermal stability.
A fundamental problem in the creation of polymer
composite materials is the choice of a polymer matrix that must
provide the highest characteristics of a composite and comply
with the specified technological and operational requirements.
Among the high-technology, heat and thermally resistant
polymers, of utmost theoretical and practical importance are
polyimides, which can stand prolonged heating at the
temperatures over 300 °C without significant loss of strength
characteristics [1]. However, the production of these polymers is
accompanied by the release of water and other low-molecular
products, which along with the necessity to remove polar
solvents, the high viscosity of melts, and the low solubility
reduce the application scope of these matrices.
Over recent years particular attention has been drawn to the
production of thermosetting polyimides based on the monomers
that contain reactive maleimide groups [2–4]. On the one hand,
interest to these polyimides stems from their cross-linked
structures, which provide the high strength properties; on the
other hand, the formation of a three-dimensional polymer
network proceeds without the release of any by-products which
complicate the production of linear aromatic polyimides and
deteriorate their properties. The advantages of bis(maleimide)
resins comprise low coefficients of thermal expansion, fire and
water resistance, availability of the starting reagents, and facile

synthesis and processing [2–6]. The main disadvantage of
bis(maleimide) resins is their enhanced brittleness which is
caused by the high density of cross-linking of the polymer
matrix [7–9]. This disadvantage can be removed by an increase
in the polymer molecular mass [10] or modification of
polyimides with elastomers or thermoplastics, which are able to
strengthen the cured compositions [2, 3, 11–13]. The
thermoplastic modifiers are heat-resistant polymers such as
poly(ether sulfones) [14–17], poly(ether imides) [18], poly(ether
ketones) [19], and so on. Upon curing, thermoplastic and
polyimide form interpenetrating networks. At first sight, an idea
to combine the thermoplastic polymers featuring high fracture
viscosity with brittle bis(maleimide) resins in a single
composition seems to be promising. However, this leads to great
technological difficulties which are caused by the low solubility
of thermoplastics and thermodynamic incompatibility of the
mixture components, which can result in phase separations and,
as a consequence, to deterioration of strength properties of the
composites [14, 16, 17, 19].
A combination of bis(maleimide) resins with other hightechnology thermosetting resins can ensure improvement of
strength characteristics of the resulting composites. The choice
of comonomers, their stoichiometry, and curing conditions plays
a key role. The modification of bis(maleimides) with epoxides
[8, 20, 21], cyanates [9, 22, 23], propargyl ethers [20], and
benzoxazines [24–26] was reported. Unlike the abovementioned modification of bis(maleimide) resins with
thermoplastics, in this case the formation of a network
polyimide occurs owing to the parallel or sequential reactions of
linear migration copolymerization (the Michael addition) and
three-dimensional polymerization of bis(maleimides) by the
double C=C bonds. If the migration copolymerization prevails
over the homopolymerization of a bis(maleimide), the resulting
copolymer will feature a more loose network than the polymer
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obtained under conditions of homopolymerization. Naturally,
the conditions of copolymerization (the ratio of reagents, the
temperature mode, the duration of curing, etc.) affect the
physicochemical properties of copolymers, even when they are
obtained from one and the same starting comonomers. The
authors of the mentioned works noted an increase in the strength
of the composite materials by 20–30%; at the same time, the
thermal stability and heat resistance considerably reduce
compared to those of the unmodified bis(maleimide). In some
cases, in contrast, a serious deterioration in the strengths of the
resulting items was reported that can be associated with the low
adhesion of the system components which leads to phase
separation [25, 27, 28].
The present work deals with investigation of the properties
of composite materials based on three-dimensional copolymers
of N,N'-hexamethylene bis(maleimide) (HMBMI) and different
diamines. The choice of these compounds was dictated by the
fact that bis(maleimides) of aliphatic diamines, in particular,
HMBMI feature relatively low melting points, which allows one
to form a three-dimensional polymer network in melt under
relatively mild temperature conditions. On the other hand, the
high solubility of linear high-molecular polyimides based on
card, siloxane-containing and partially aliphatic diamines
allowed us to expect good compatibility of these diamines with
bis(maleimides), which might favorably affect the strength
properties of the resulting polymers. It should be noted that the
operational properties of this type of composites are described
mainly for the prepregs molded from solutions, which is
complicated by the high viscosity of the solutions and necessity
to thoroughly remove a solvent [29–31]. In our opinion, a
solvent-free dry method for creation of composite prepregs is
simpler and less energy-consuming. Fiberglass was chosen as a
reinforcing agent owing to its high mechanical strength along
with the flexibility, availability, and simplicity of handling.

Results and discussion
As
it
was
mentioned
in
Introduction,
the
homopolymerization of a bis(maleimide), which leads to the
formation of a three-dimensional polymer, is accompanied by
the migration copolymerization of the bis(maleimide) with a
diamine (Scheme 1).
The probability of predominance of one or another reaction
depends mainly on the temperature–time conditions of curing
and on the type of a diamine in use [32]. Since a literature
survey did not reveal the information on rheological
characteristics of melts of this type of monomers, it seemed
reasonable to conduct such an investigation. We studied the
effect of the factors such as temperature, reaction duration, and
diamine additives on the process of HMBMI curing.
Bis(maleimide):diamine molar ratios were as follows: 1.0:0.5 in
the case of aniline fluorene (AFL) and diamine A and 1.0:0.2 in
the case of the siloxane-containing diamine, 1,3-bis(3aminopropyl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyldisiloxane (ADS).
Heating of HMBMI with the rate of 2 deg/min revealed a
drastic growth in the melt viscosity at 180 °C (Fig. 1). The
monomer conversion and the yield of a cross-linked product at
the gel point comprised 99.5 and 94.0 %, respectively (Table 1).
At the same time, upon heating of HMBMI in the presence of
diamines, a drastic growth in the melt viscosities was detected at
10–20 deg higher, except for a mixture with the siloxanecontaining diamine. The earlier observed growth of the viscosity
of HMBMI:ADS system is likely to be caused by the high
reactivity of this diamine due to its higher basicity compared to
the aromatic amines. The gel yield in this case reached 92% at
almost complete conversion of the monomers (99.5%). The
reaction
of
2,2-bis[4-(4-aminophenoxy)phenyl]propane
(diamine A) with HMBMI afforded a three-dimensional
polyimide with the lowest conversion (70%) among the
diamines explored at the content of the gel fraction of 80%.

Scheme 1. Possible reactions between N,N'-hexamethylene bis(maleimide) and diamines.
The work was concerned with the following diamines: 9,9-bis(4-aminophenyl)fluorene (aniline fluorene, AFL),
2,2-bis[4-(4-aminophenoxy)phenyl]propane (diamine A), and 1,3-bis(3-aminopropyl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyldisiloxane (ADS).
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Table 1. Temperature–time parameters of resin curing

Mixture
composition

HMBMI
HMBMI:AFL
HMBMI:ADS
HMBMI:diamine A

Dynamic mode
(140–250 °С)a

Static mode
(150 °С)b

Ѡ,c %

G. fr.,d %

Ѡ,c %

G. fr.,d %

99.5
99.5
99.5
70.0

94
90
92
80

23
20
51
11

58
53
90
–

a

continuous heating of the samples from 140 to 250 °C with the heating
rate of 2 deg/min;
b
seasoning of the samples for 3.5 h at 150 °C;
c
Ѡ – conversion of the monomers after extraction with acetone;
d
G. fr. – gel fraction of the (co)polymers after extraction with NMP
Figure 1. Rheokinetic curves of curing of HMBMI (2) and its mixtures
with the siloxane diamine (1), aniline fluorene (3), and diamine A (4)
registered in a dynamic mode of heating from 140 to 210 °C.

To give further insight into the observed processes, the
rheological tests were carried out under conditions of static
heating. Upon heating of HMBMI at 150 °C in the absence of
diamines (Fig. 2A), the gel formation started in 55 min and a
cross-linked polymer was formed in 4 min; therewith, the yield
of a fraction insoluble in NMP at the gel point composed 58%.
The results of investigation on the behavior of HMBMI mixture
melts at 150 °C showed that ADS started to react with the
bis(maleimide) in 10–13 min after heating beginning (Fig. 2B).
This reaction proceeded intensively for the following 6–10 min.
Presumably, this period was characterized mainly by the
migration polymerization, whereas the homopolymerization of
the bis(maleimide) almost did not take place. Further heating at
150 °C led to a drastic growth in the melt viscosity and afforded

the product in 51% yield with the content of the NMP-insoluble
fraction of 90%.
A growth in the viscosity of the mixtures of HMBMI with
diamine A or aniline fluorene started considerably later, and a
time interval that characterizes the polymerization was
expressed in a greater extent than in the case of the mixture with
ADS (Figs. 2C, 2D). Seasoning of these systems for more than 3
h at 150 °C gave rise to the copolymers with relatively low
conversions equal to 10–20%.
Based on the resulting data, it can be assumed that the
diamines
serve
as
inhibitors
of
bis(maleimide)
homopolymerization. At the beginning of the process, the
migration copolymerization is likely to prevail over the
polymerization by the double C=C bonds.

Figure 2. Rheokinetic curves of curing of HMBMI (A) and its mixture with the siloxane diamine (B), aniline fluorene (C), and diamine A (D)
registered in a static mode of heating at 150 °C.
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The formation of an insoluble fraction at the early steps of
the copolymerization allows one to assume the occurrence of
branching upon interaction of the maleimide with the growing
copolymer chain by the secondary amine groups [30] (Scheme
2).
The processes occurring upon heating of the systems under
consideration were studied in detail using differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) (Fig. 3). The curve obtained for neat
HMBMI shows an endothermic peak with a maximum at 140
°C, corresponding to melting of the bis(maleimide), which then
converts to an exothermic peak in the range of 240 °C, caused
by the homopolymerization of the latter. The analysis of the
DSC curves for the mixtures revealed a smooth change in the
heat capacity almost immediately after a peak in the range of
140 °C, which is responsible for the monomer melting. This
smooth change converts to a broad exothermic peak which
corresponds to the processes of homo- and copolymerization.
Hence, the results of the rheological and DSC studies
allowed us to define the conditions for impregnation of a
fiberglass with the binding agents based on HMBMI and to
develop an optimal mode for the following curing of the molded
prepregs.
A series of prepregs were prepared by dry application of the
monomer mixtures. A fraction of the monomers calculated per
the prepreg composed 40 wt %. The fiberglass impregnation
was carried out at 145–150 °C; under these conditions, the
diamines readily dissolved in HMBMI, resulting in
homogeneous low-viscous melts, and the polymerization
processes were substantially retarded. The prepregs molded
from HMBMI and diamine A or AFL were more flexible and
more prone to mechanical impact than the fiberglass containing
only HMBMI. Twisting and bending of these prepregs were not
accompanied by embrittlement or shattering of a part of the
binding agent in contrast to the materials with HMBMI (Fig. 4).
The use of ADS allowed us to obtain a soft and even more
flexible prepreg that can be twisted in any forms which is
especially important for production of items of intricate shapes.
Based on the results of investigation of the rheological
properties and propensity of the low-viscosity binder to pressing
from the prepreg, we developed an optimal mode for the direct
hot pressing. The pressing process consists in a simultaneous

impact of pressure and temperature on the material. The first
step of the pressing was carried out at 160 °C under contact
pressure, which provided firm adherence of the heated plates of
the press to the molded block of the prepreg without further
pressing of the binder. At these temperatures, when the viscosity
of the molten binder was rather low and the reactions of homoand copolymerization almost did not proceed, the fiberglass
sheets were impregnated additionally with the melt which stuck
them with each other. Subsequently, in order to increase the
viscosity of the binding agent due to intensive polymerization
processes, the temperature was elevated to 195–200 °C, after
which the pressure was enhanced to 5.5 ± 0.5 kg/cm2. Under
these conditions, the resin was finally cured and stuck the
fiberglass layers with each other, resulting in a compact
monolithic sheet. For the complete curing, the reaction mixture
was heated to 225 °C and kept at this temperature for 3 h. The
resulting glass-reinforced plastics were uniform, light- to darkbrown, and strong, without any visible defects (Fig. 5).
The effect of chemical structures of the resulting glassreinforced plastics on their thermal stabilities was studied.
According to the results of dynamic thermogravimetric analysis
in air, the temperatures of the mass loss beginning for almost all
the network polymers derived lie in the range of 400 °C and
only slightly differ from each other. The highest temperature of
5% mass loss was detected for the homopolymer, which is likely
to be connected with the high cross-linking density of the
polymer chains. The introduction of diamines into the reaction
reduced the thermal stability of the copolymers by 10–30 °C
(Table 2). The use of diamines in the reaction is likely to lead to
the formation of linear aminoimide fragments (Scheme 1) which
violates the regularity and density of the polymer network;
consequently, these copolymers featured lower thermal
stabilities than the homopolymer.
The thermomechanical analysis of the resulting glassreinforced plastics did not reveal any essential effect of the
chemical structures of three-dimensional copolymers on their
softening points. All the polymers (both homo- and copolymers)
possess high enough heat resistances and do not deform up to
400 °C, i.e., up to the temperature of beginning of thermal
oxidation.

Scheme 2. Branching of the polymer chain upon copolymerization of bis(maleimide) with diamine.
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Figure 3. DSC curves for neat HMBMI (A) and its mixture with the siloxane diamine (B), aniline fluorene (C), and diamine A (D).
Table 2. Properties of the glass-reinforced plastics based on different
binders

Binder

Т5%, °С

σbend, MPa

Еbend, MPa

HMBMI
HMBMI:AFL
HMBMI:ADS
HMBMI:diamine A

410
405
395
380

330 ± 16
500 ± 14
410 ± 30
260 ± 37

25400 ± 1400
24000 ± 1900
20500 ± 300
22700 ± 800

Т5% is the temperature of 5% mass loss of the polymer matrix, σbend and
Еbend are the bending strength and elasticity modulus of the glassreinforced plastic.
Figure 4. Photographs of the prepregs based on HMBMI (A) and its
mixtures with AFL (B), diamine A (C), and ADS (D, E).

It was shown that the strength properties of the molded
glass-reinforced plastics strongly depend on the nature of the
polymer matrix. Thus, the dilution of the polyHMBMI network
with aniline fluorene fragments led to an increase in the bending
strength by a factor of 1.5, which reached 500 MPa at almost
unchanged elasticity modulus (Table 2). The ADS-modified
bis(maleimide) matrix was slightly inferior in the strength
properties than the glass-reinforced plastic with AFL but
excelled the composite based on the homopolymer. It is
interesting to note that in the latter case the elasticity modulus
was essentially lower than for two former systems. The flexible
siloxane chains are likely to serve as plasticizers, thus, reducing
the brittleness of a plastic. The lowest strength among the glassreinforced plastics explored was detected for that based on
HMBMI and diamine A. This effect is likely to be caused by
incomplete conversion of the monomers under conditions of
pressing due to the low reactivity of the diamine in use.

Figure 5. Photographs of the glass-reinforced plastics based on HMBMI
(A) and its copolymer with AFL (B).
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Experimental
Starting compounds
1,6-Hexamethylenediamine was distilled over KOH. 1,3Bis(3-aminopropyl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyldisiloxane
was
purchased from Dow Corning Toray and purified by vacuum
distillation (bp = 133–145 °C, 10–15 mmHg). 9,9-Bis(4aminophenyl)fluorene was sublimed at 20 Pa. 2,2-Bis[4-(4aminophenoxy)phenyl]propane was purified by crystallization
from 15–20 wt % solution in a water–isopropanol mixture
(20:80 vol %) with addition of several drops of hydrazine
hydrate. The melting and boiling points of the monomers
corresponded to the reported ones [33]. Maleic anhydride (99%,
Acros Organics), sodium bicarbonate (Spektrkhim), and glacial
acetic acid (reagent grade, Spektrkhim) were used as received
without further purification.
N,N'-Hexamethylene bis(maleimide) was obtained by the
reaction of maleic anhydride and 1,6-hexamethylenediamine in
acetic acid according to the published procedure [34]. The
identity of the resulting bis(maleimide) was confirmed based on
the data of elemental analysis, IR and 1H NMR spectroscopy.
Anal. Calcd. for C14H16N2O4: C, 61.0; H, 5.8; N 10.0. Found: C,
59.8; H, 5.8; N 9.8%. The IR spectrum of the bis(maleimide)
showed the absorption bands at 1375 and 1686 cm–1, which
correspond to the characteristic vibrations of the C–N and C=O
bonds in the imide ring, and the absorption band at 3089 cm–1,
which is associated with the stretching vibrations of the C–H
bonds at the C=C bonds. The 1H NMR spectrum of HMBMI
(400.15 MHz, DMSO-d6) showed the signals corresponding to
the protons of the HC=CH moieties (δH = 6.70 ppm, d, 4 H) and
the hexamethylene fragment (δH = 3.38 ppm, t, 4 H, CH2N; δH =
1.46 ppm, m, 4 H, CH2CH2N; δH = 1.20 ppm, m, 4 H,
CH2CH2CH2N). The integral intensities of these signals were
consistent with the structure of HMBMI.
The prepregs (10 × 10 cm) were obtained by impregnation
of T-10-14 fiberglass with the melt of N,N'-hexamethylene
bis(maleimide) or its mixtures with the diamines.
Bis(maleimide):diamine molar ratios were 1.0:0.5 in the case of
aniline fluorene and diamine A and 1.0:0.2 in the case of the
siloxane-containing diamine. The fraction of the bis(maleimide)
(or its mixture) composed 40 wt % from that of the prepreg.

Preparation of the glass-reinforced plastics
A sample of the glass-reinforced plastic with the thickness
of ~2 mm was obtained by the high-temperature pressing of the
molded prepregs on a hydraulic press of PH-M 63 T type
(Poland). The pressing mode was as follows: preliminary
heating to 160 °C under contact pressure, heating to 200 °C and
increase of the pressure to 5.5 ± 0.5 kgf/cm2, and further
seasoning at 225 °C for 3 h.

Investigation methods
The IR spectra were registered on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum
One FTIR spectrometer (USA) equipped with a UATR
accessory (Di/ZnSe crystal, single reflection). The NMR spectra
were recorded on a Varian VNMR-400 spectrometer (USA) in
DMSO-d6 using residual proton signals of the deuterated solvent
as an internal standard (1H, 13C). The dynamic viscosity of the
melt was determined on a TA Instruments AR200ex rheometer

at the heating rate of 2 deg/min and the shear rate of 0.1 s–2. The
conversion of the monomers was evaluated based on the results
of extraction of the ground polymers with acetone for 20 h. The
gel fraction was estimated by the content of the polymer
preliminary extracted with acetone which was insoluble in Nmethyl-2-pyrrolidone. The thermal stabilities of the polymers
were determined by TGA on a Perkin Elmer STA apparatus in
air at the heating rate of 5 deg/min using 15 mg samples. The
differential scanning calorimetry was carried out on a Perkin
Elmer DSC8500 unit in an inert atmosphere at the heating rate
of 5 deg/min. The thermomechanical curves were registered on
a TA Instruments TMA Q400EM apparatus in air with the probe
diameter of 3 mm, the loading force of 0.3 N, and the heating
rate of 5 deg/min. Investigation of the strength characteristics of
the glass-reinforced plastics was carried out according to GOST
(State Standard) 4648-2014 on a Zwick/Roell Z020 versatile
testing machine (Germany). The tests were carried out at 23 ± 2
°C with the speed of a moving crosshead of 1 mm/min. The
support radius composed 2 ± 0.2 mm, the sample width was 15
± 0.5 mm and its length was 20 times as much as the
thicknesses. The samples from the nonextracted sheet of the
glass-reinforced plastic were prepared by the mechanical
processing according to GOST (State Standard) 26277.

Conclusions
A series of prepregs based on N,N'-hexamethylene
bis(maleimide) and its compositions with diamines were
prepared by dry application of the monomer mixtures on a
fiberglass. It was shown that the addition of diamines allows one
to obtain the flexible prepregs that do not embrittle upon
different deformations and can be readily twisted to acquire
different forms. The data of rheological and DSC studies were
used to choose the optimal conditions for pressing of the glassreinforced plastics. The temperature–time parameters of the
resin curing, which characterize the conversion degree, were
determined from the results of extraction and gel fractions of the
polymers. The copolymerization of HMBMI with aniline
fluorene or the siloxane-containing diamine ensured
improvement of the bending strengths of the composites by 25–
50% at the lower elasticity modulus, which testifies a reduction
in the brittleness of the materials compared to the glassreinforced plastics based on polyHMBMI. It was shown that the
explored aromatic and siloxane-containing diamines only
insignificantly reduce the thermal stability of the composites,
while the temperature of 5% mass loss composes ~400 °C.
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